Who's Not Playing With A Full Deck?

PRECEDING PAGE: Clockwise: President — Ron Rinner, Secretary — Dave Welsh, Vice President — Wendy Martin, Treasurer — Don Howard

Above: "Mr. Kesley!" whines Robin Miller as she shows her indignation at being photographed unaware.

Right: Erin Hanlon, Matt Pierson, Joe Wickman and Jimmy Neyer — "The Happy Homemakers" show off their "Good Housekeeping" skills.
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Right: We're in 7th heaven as we float along on our "White Cloud". Senior Spirit is hot during the '88 Spirit Week.

Below: "Hi, Ho, Samantha, away!" Samantha Marsh peddles into the home stretch in the tricycle races.
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United We Stand, Divided We Fall

Cooperation ... Support ... Unity

Left: "And they're off!" Vicki Black and Kevin Smith give a big grin at the couples relay.

Above: Senior Tuggers: Ken Dooley, Blake Argo, Terri Van Treese, Wendy Martin, Chad Lyons, Samantha Marsh and Dave VanTyle pull together as they capture first place in the tug-of-war.
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We're Special . . .
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Above: Tricia Moore and Chisty Cushing discuss the fashion fad of the 80's.
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Reaching For The Top

Above: Jim Hochstrasser gives it his all in the game against Harrison.

Right: Dave VanTyler encourages Jason Fry before he chows down on jello while Blake Argo and Jim Hochstrasser look on.
The Time Is Ours

Left: Smile Pretty! Homecoming Candidates pose for the camera.

Below: Tony Casta attempts a three-pointer.
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Left: Student Body President, Dave Vantyle, microphone in hand prepares to read the morning announcements.
Above: Senior Band and drill team members celebrate the first place victory at their float.
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